DEADBEAT – MAKES YOU STRONGER
ADAMS, Gay
Ferris and Max and Tom are old friends. Tom now owns a jazz nightclub Deadbeat, which, as well as being their source of income, is also something of an oasis. In a dark suburban backstreet one night they see a group of men burning a coffin in a van. Tom and Max are on the case.
Urban fantasy
PBK $17.95
FINCHES OF MARS
ALDIS, Brian
Set on the red planet. Finches of Mars follows the stories of a group of colonists and the problems they have in setting up a new life. Can a sustainable new life will nor go - the woman on the planet has only ever given birth to million children
Science fiction
HC $29.99
HELLHOLE: AWAKENING
ANDERSON, Kevin J
Science fiction
PBK $19.99
THE BONE CHIME SONG
ANDERTON, Joe
From mechanical puppets scrawling a deathly mark-out to zombies and floating gardens of bone, these are the finest science fiction and fantasy short stories from today's leading Amber Benson
Collection
PBK $19.95
CLOCKWORK FAIRTALES
ANTZERK, S. (Editor)
Travellers turn to steam powered in this collection of short stories by Lily Lake, Kat Richmon, Paul Di Filippo, K.W. Jeter, and many others
Steampunk antho
TP $27.95
DARK ANGELS: 05: DARKNESS UNMASKED
ARThUR, Ken
Paranormal romance
PBK $19.99
ID
ASHLEY, Melodie
Lesser is a self-opplifying hummingo on a journey of redemption. Jovial's space takes him from Amy's island where his actions have devastating consequences for his friend, toward where he will find other salvation... or death.
Science fiction
TP $27.95
THE BEAUTIFUL LAND
AVRILL, Alan
Talk of the Asan Corporation as an explorer of parallel timelines. But when information he brings gives Asan the means to meanprofit by changing the past, present, and future of "this" world, the company's success poses a threat to the future of the woman Taka loves.
Science fiction
TP $29.95
ELVES: BEYOND THE MISTS OF KATURA
BARCLAY, James
Fantasy
TP $29.95
BINDING THE SHADOWS
BENNETT, Joan
Urban fantasy
PBK $17.95
GOSLINGS
BERSEROSCO, J.D.
When a worldwide plague kills off most of England's male population, the highly conventional Mr. Gosling and his daughter begin to fulfill their own "long-buried tendencies and desires." Gosling abandons his family a life of lochery, having his daughters - who have never been permitted to learn self-reliance - to live abandoned ships. Eventually, the Goslings girls find a place in a female-dominated agricultural commune... but their new life is threatened by their elders, presenting as true love. First published in 1913, this is the favorite in the Radiant Age of Science Fiction novels from Hila Books.
Science fiction
TP $27.95
RIVER OF SOULS 02: QUEEN'S HUNT
BERNARD, Beth
Fantasy
PBK $17.95
BLACK HEART
BLACK, Holly
YA fantasy
PBK $19.99
EARTH AFIRe
CARD, Dixon Scott & JOHNSTON, Aaron
Science fiction
PBK $19.99
FURRYAD
CAREY, Mike, Linda & Louise
"This is the tale of the founding of a city of cockroaches. Children, cuddle beetles and flies on any piece of metal and wood... it is the tale of the redemption and rise of Bessa, fabled City of..." - publisher's blurb
Fantasy
HC $29.99
OBERNEWTYN 06: THE SENDING
CARD, Orson Scott & JOHNSTON, Aaron
Science fiction
PBK $22.99
SWORD OF ABLORIN 03: THE DEVIL'S LOOKING GLASS
CHAIBREN, Mark
Fantasy
TP $10.95
HIS CLOCKWORK CANARY
CIOTTA, Beth
Simon Darcy has a daring plan to win Queen Victoria's competition to recover lost inventions of historical significance. She designs the scene of the Clockwork Canary, London's most famous parrot. As, but the attraction between Simon and the Canary ignites, Simon realizes that this can be a secret. The second in the series, after The Sky Cowboy ($19.50).
Fantasy
TP $17.95
THE PIRATE'S WISH
CLARK, Cassandra R.
When Naar Aanah hottie growing her attraction to Niji, the pirate's oldest son, until she tries to kill her. To try; until the impossible comes binding them together...[The Annexe's Canvas, $19.95]. Thrilling action combines with surprising character revelations in this satisying sequel..." - Kirkus Reviews. Recommended especially for Toreno Pierre fans.
YA fantasy
TP $19.95
EXPANSE 05: ABBORDON'S GATE
COTILLA, Aurelian
Science fiction
PBK $17.95
MONSTER HUNTER LEGION
COROLL, Leo
Monster Hunter International might be the premier monster extermination company in the business, but they've got competition. When humans from around the world gather in Los Vegas for a conference, a creature left over from a World War Two weapons experiment makes its way up and goes on a rampag across the desert. A no- so-friendly wager between the rival companies turns into an intense rivalry with everything hung on the line.
Science fiction
PBK $29.95
THE BEST HORROR OF THE YEAR - VOLUME FIVE
DATLOW, Ellen (Editor)
Horror antho
TP $20.95
UNDEAD AND UNSTOPPABLE
DEAN, Chelsea
Paranormal romance
PBK $17.95
Pirate cinema
DOOHYIN, Cory
In a dystopian, alternate-Britain, six-century-old Trent, obsessed with making movies on his computer, joins a group of actresses and actresses who are trying to fight a new bill that will criminalize even more harmless internet immorality.
Science fiction
PBK $24.99
ANGELFALL
EL, Susan
In this new series set six weeks after the world has succumbed to the angel apocalypse.
YA fantasy
TP $19.99
THE MAGIC OF "I DO"
FAIR, Anna
Fantasy
TP $20.95
FANTASY
FANTASY
THE MAGIC OF "I DO"
FARK, Fúntin
When the governing body of her world puts a prohibition on magic, fanatic Cities Threat escape the human world and into the strange world of Lord Phineas Tremble. When he insists on making fuels she doesn't want to get rid of him - until she realizes he might come in handy when she needs to escape.
Romantic fantasy
TP $16.95
LEOPARD'S PREY
GARNER, Alan
YA fantasy
PBK $19.99
THE DEVIL'S LOOKING GLASS
GARNER, Alan
Science fiction
PBK $24.99
PARANORMAL THRILLER
GARNER, Alan
Science fiction
TP $17.95
THE STRANGER'S SHADOW
GARNER, Alan
Fantasy
TP $19.95
THE OCEAN AT THE END OF THE LANE
GIBSON, Neal
"Preoccupied with dehumanizing, dehumanizing, dehumanizing..." - Kirkus Reviews... it's a tale that reminds us how our lives are shaped by childhood experiences, what we gain from them and the power we lose...
Fantasy
TP/HC $27.99/30.95
BONELAND
GARNER, Alan
"Professor Colin Whisterfield spends his days as Jodrell Bank, using the 'Big Dipper' to track the movements of distant stars to search for life in other worlds. At the same time, and in another place, the Watcher cuts the rock to fly and dance, to keep the sky above the earth and the stars flying.
Science fiction
Fantasy/antho
PB $16.95
SECRET HISTORIES 06: LIVE AND LET DIE
GREEN, Simon R.
The towncr in Cameron Inclusive (HC, $42.95)
Urban fantasy
PB $17.95
IN A FIX
GREEN, Simon R.
Science fiction
PB $19.95
DREAMING OF DING
GREEN, Simon R.
"This anthology will explore Romanticism through a speciﬁc science ﬁction lens. You might find lost cosmo, magical lairs, mad scientists, self-replicating robots, alien artefact, noble queens, sorcerers, orphan princes, heroes, dances, djin assassins and even smart talking cats and cats, or empty Pose, Egypt, Arabia, the Ottoman Empire, or a modern incantation of these. Includes stories by Sean Blackard, Anne of Venice, Theuss, Dye, Richard Halford, and Faith Maddie.
Science fiction
PB $24.99
HEAVEN'S WAR
GUVER, David & CASSIT, Michael
In this sequel to Heaven's Shadow (2006), it has been discovered that the outward appearance of the world is not a fact itself, but a massive intergalactic ship by aliens. Now, humanity has begun to colonize this world. Due to the military population, survival is impossible.
Science fiction
TP $19.95
THE END OF THE LATER APOCALYPTES
GURAN, Paulo (Editor)
A selection of the best post apocalyptic short fiction from the past decade, including stories from Paulo Bacigalupi, Cory Doctorow, Marlon Langoa, Ndegsh Gabri, Bruce Sterling and Carlos Vaughn
Post-apocalyptic antho
TP $25.95
THE HUMANS
HARR, Matt
When an argumentative tourist arrives on Earth, his first impressions of the human species are less than positive. Taking the form of Professor Andrew Mono, a prominent anthropologist at the University, the visitor is eager to complete the task assigned him and hurry back home to the species world, where he has been recorded that the outward appearance of the world is not a fact itself, but a massive intergalactic ship by aliens. Now, humanity has begun to colonize this world. Due to the military population, survival is impossible.
Science fiction
TP $27.99
CRASH
HALLEY, Guy
The Mark III meets, the aerial race and fills with a range of unique and human intervention. Manhood, stripped by a rapid heredity of wealth, bonds to its every whim. To function, the Market must expand without cease. The Earth's finite, and cannot hold it, and so a bold venture to the stars is begun, offering a rare chance at expansion to a select few. But when the colonists is saved, a small group finds itself marooned upon the oil-laced world of Nymphotheron.
Science fiction
TP $17.95
EMPTY SPACE
HARRISON, John
An alien world with the size of a brown dwarf star hangs in the middle of nowhere, as a result of an attempt to place it up to everything else in every possible universe. Somewhere in the fractal labyrinth beneath its surface, a woman lies on an alien carbon fiber bed, floating slowly from the corner of her mouth. She is neither conscious nor unconscious, dead or alive. There is something wrong with her consciousness. At first you think she is changing from one thing into another - perhaps it's a car, perhaps it's something that looks like one... then you see that she is actually trying to be both things at once. She is waiting for you, she has been waiting for you for perhaps 10,000 years. She comes from the past, she...